Spring Semester 2021/2022 (תשפ"ג – תשפ"ו)

Historical Jewish as a Trans National History

Prof. Marcos Silber  Tues.  10:00-12:00

Cultural and National Jewish History of Poland

Dr. Ela Bauer-Berman  Tues.  10:00-12:00

The Jews in Poland in the Pre-Modern Era

Dr. Anat Vaturi  Tues.  12:00-16:00

Coping with Memory; Holocaust in Polish Literature and Film

Dr. Dorota Burda-Fisher  Tues.  14:00-16:00

Families of Poland, Families of Jews, Women's History

Prof. Marcos Silber  Tues.  16:00-20:00

Directions in the Study of Culture and History of Poland

Dr. Ela Bauer-Berman & Dr. Anat Vaturi  Thur.  16:00-19:00